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"To be or not to be" a Good Citizen

365 Days of "Fondation Diane" Stories
Year 2021 In Review!

Since October 2019, and even more after the Beirut port blast in August 2020,

Lebanon has been witnessing very challenging times: from an uprising to an economic

meltdown and multidimensional crises. 

Always true to our mission, we at “Fondation Diane” had one thing in mind! How to
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play a central role in our community, and positively contribute to reviving our economy

and the well-being of our people. To achieve so, we kept �ghting for “Sustainable

Development” and promoting “Civic Awareness”, while preserving the environment.

Despite all challenges, we focused on giving back to our community while prioritizing

the following fundamental pillars: giving access to equal quality medical care,

empowering women,  contributing  to achieving gender equality, enlightening citizens

on their civic rights & responsibilities, promoting healthy nutrition, raising awareness

on water management practices, giving access to quality education, fostering green

entrepreneurship, promoting eco-sustainability & �ghting climate change! Read more

Against all odds, we will keep on embracing dif�culties, and �nd ways to adapt to the

situation. We hope we all emerge stronger to lay foundations for a better country, and

a brighter future... so that Lebanon earns once again its nickname: “Switzerland of the

Middle East”! 

Promoting the Bene�ts of the Green Circular Economy
Register Now to this webinar!

Don't miss this zoom webinar by the Chair of "Fondation Diane" in Education for Eco-

citizenship and Sustainable Development (CEEDD), entitled: "The Circular Economy in

Lebanon in Times of Crises" with Dr. Sarah Hariri Haykal. Read more

Click here to register: https://bit.ly/3LbMIvZ 

Shaping the Future of the Food & Beverage Industry
EEST Program (Entangling Entrepreneurship in Sustainable
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Transformation of the Food & Beverage Industry)

During the EEST event, The Head of Investment and Advisory at "Fondation Diane",

Mr. Selim El Chami, highlighted the vision and green strategy of “Fondation Diane”. He

said: "We believe in the power and resilience of MSMEs and we will always be

committed to support green businesses". Then, he stressed on the importance of

keeping pace with the worldwide objectives of ensuring sustainable food supply, as a

means to contribute to the Lebanese economy. Watch video & check the press release.

Why You Love Lebanon?
Meet the Competition Winners!
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We all love Lebanon; each one his own way! Congratulations to the winners of "Why

You Love Lebanon" competition  that we held over our social media platforms. As a

give-away, we offered "Kulluna Lil Watan", the 1st Book of Revolution in Images, by the

Founder & President of "Fondation Diane", Mrs. Diana Fadel. Read more

Empowering Women

A Bold Message from our President!

Women's Day is approaching.

Here is a throwback to the inspiring speech of Mrs. Diana Fadel, the Founder & President of

"Fondation Diane", in the occasion of the "International Women's Day 2021"!
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